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"Wrong from th~ startl"
Borrowing a phrase from Pound's critique ofthe decline of English poetic art, in
1960 I protested in dismay and anger against a century of gross distortions of Chi
nese poetry by translators who allowed the target language (in this case, English)
to mask and master the indigenous Chinese aesthetic, creating treacherous modes
of representation. These translators seemed unaware that classical Chinese poe
try emerges from a perceptual ground with a set ofcultural-aesthetic assumptions
radically different from that ofWestern poetry; that its syntax is in many ways in
separable from this perceptual ground; and that by imposing Indo-European lin
guistic habits on classical Chinese without any adjustment the translators were sig
nificantly changing the poetry's perceptual-exptessive procedures.
Therefore, in order to remedy these problems in translation, I've organized the
Chinese poems in 'this book into a three-part structure. Given first is the poem in
the original Chinese. It is followed by my word-for-word annotations, and, finally,
my translation with minimal but workable syntax. I've done this in order to open
up an aesthetic space where readers can move back and forth between classical Chi
nese and modern American perceptual-expressive dimensions.
Underlying the classical Chinese aesthetic is the primary idea ofnoninterference
with Nature's flow. As reflected in poetic language, this idea has engendered free
dom from the syntactical rigidities often found in English and most, if not all, of
the Indo-European languages. In English, a sentence is almost always structured
according to rigid syntactical rules, Whereas classical Chinese. as it is used in poetry,
is syntactically flexible. For example, although the Chinese language has articles
and personal pronouns, they are often dispensed with in poetry. This opens up an
indeterminate space for readers to enter and reenter for multiple perceptions rather
than locking them into some definite perspectival position or guiding them in a
certain direction. Then there is the sparseness, if not absence, of connective ele
ments (prepositions or conjunctions), and this lack, aided by the indeterminancy
of parts of speech and no tense declensions in verbs, affords the readers a unique
, • '"
freedom to consort with the objects and events of the real-life world.
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Borrowing a phrase from Pound's critique ofthe decline ofEnglish poetic art, in
1960 I protested in dismay and anger against a century of gross distortions of Chi
nese poetry by translators who allowed the target language (in this case, English)
to mask and master the indigenous ChInese aesthetic, creating treacherous modes
of representation. These traDsIators seemed unaware that classical Chinese poe
try emerges from a perceptual ground with a set ofcultural-aesthetic assumptions
radically different from that ofWestern poetry; that its syntax is in many ways in
separable from this perceptual ground: and that by imposing Indo-European lin·
guistic habits on classical Chinese without any adjustment the translators were sig
nificantly changing the poetry's perceptual-expressive procedures.
Therefure, in order to remedy these problems in translation, rYe organized the
Chinese poems in this book into a three-part structure. Given first is the poem in
the original Chinese. It is followed by my word-for-word annotations, and, finally,
my translation with minimal but workable syntax. rve done this in order to open
up an aesthetic space where readers can mow back and forth between classical Chi
nese and modern American perceptual-expressive dimensions.
Underlying the classical Chinese aesthetic is the primary idea ofnoninterference
with Nature's flow. As reflected in poetic language. this idea has engendered free
dom from the syntactical rigidities often found in English and most, if not all, of
the Indo-European languages. In English, a sentence is almost always structured
according to rigid syntactical rules, whereas classical Chinese, as it is used in poetry,
is syntactically flen"ble. For example, although the Chinese language has articles
and personal pronouns, they are often dispensed with in poetry. This opens up an
indeterminate space for readers to enter and reenter for multiple perceptions rather
than locking them into some definite perspectival position or guiding them in a
certain direction. Then there is the sparseness, if not absence, of connective ele
ments (prepositions or conjunctions), and this lack, aided by the indeterminancy
of parts of speech and no tense declensions in verbs, affords the readers a unique
freedom to consort with the objects and events of the real-life world.
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The words in a Chinese poem quite often have a loose relationship with readers.
who remain in a sort of middle ground between engaging with them (attempting
to make predicative connections to articulate relationships between and among the
words) and disengaging from them (refraining from doing so, since such
predicative acts would greatly restrict the possibility of achieving noninterference).
Therefure, the asyntactical and paratactical structures in Chinese poetry promote a
kind of prepredicative condition wherein words, like objects (often in a coe:x:tensive
and multiple montage) in the real world, are free from predetermined relationships
and single meanings and offer themselves to readers in an open space. Within this
space, and with the poet stepping aside, so to speak, they can move freely and ap
proach the words from a variety of vantage points to achieve different perceptions
of the same moment. They have a cinematic visuality and stand at the threshold of
many possible meanings.
In retrospect, I must consider myself furtunate to live during a time when both
poets and philosophers in the West have already begun to question the framing of
language, echoing in part the ancient Taoist critique ofthe restrictive and distorting
activities of names and words and their power-wielding violence, and opening up
reconsiderations of language and power, both aesthetically and politically. When
Heidegger warns us that any dialogue using Indo-European languages to discuss
the spirit of East-Asian poetry will risk destroying the possibility of accurately say
ing what the dialogue is about, he is sensing the danger of language as a "dwelling,"
trapping experience within a privileged subjectivity.' When William Carlos Will
iams writes "unless there is I a new mind there cannot be a new I line," he also means
"unless there is I a new line there cannot be a new I mind." Until we disarm the
tyrannical framing functions of the English language. the naturaI self in its fullest
sentience cannot be released to muimum expressivity. The syntactical innovations
initiated by Pound (aided by his discovery ofthe Chinese character as a medium fur
poetry), Stein, Williams (who, among other sources, took William James's lesson
very seriously, i.e., to retrieve the real enstence befure it is broken up into serial .
orders through language and conceptions), and E. E. Cununings, and reinforced in
practice and theory by the Black Mountain poets, John Cage, Robert Duncan. and
Snyder, suddenly open up a new perceptual-expressive possibility in English, a new
ambience whereby I can stage Chinese poetry according t~ its original operative
dynamics rather than tailoring it to fit the Western procrustean bed.'
In reprinting this anthology, I wish to make this new perceptual ground and ex
pressive dynamics accessible to more readers who are eager to reach beyond West
ern frames toward newer landscapes and to enter into an inter-reflective dialogue
with Chinese poetry.
1. Martin Hei.dqger. On the Way fO lAnguage, trans. Peter D. Hertz (New Yorle Harper and Row,1971),
·Pp·M·
2.. Por a funer discussion of this change in ambience, see my Diffvsion uf Distances: DilIlogues beIwun
Chinese tUM Western Poetics (University of CaIifomia P1as, 1993), especially cbap~rs :z., 3. and...
'"
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CHINESE POETRY

TRANSLATI.NG CHINESE POETRY
THE CONVERGENCE OF LANGUAGES AND
POETICS-A RADICAL INTRODUCTION·

PART I

Conaete examples before abstractions. First. a short poem by the eighth-century
Chinese ,poet Meng Hao-jan, laid out according to the original order of appear
ance and graphic impression of the Chinese characters. Beside each character are
given word-fur-word dictionary annotations plus some bare indications of their
grammatical function (i.e., using tentative English classifications). The poem runs:
line

1."

move (v.)
boat (n.)
moor (v.)
JfI smoke (n.ladj.)
;t shore (n.)
1!1 sun (n.)
.,.,.
;.

line 2.

S

dusk (v.)
$- traveler (n.)

line 3

-fl.
IIr
It
4t

grief (n.)
new (adj./v.)
wildlwilderness
wildemesslfar-reachinglempty

Jt.

sky(n)

low (v.ladj.)
.,. treels (n.)
,lift

.By "radical" I mean "mol" This exploration into Chinese and c:omparative pamQ is an outgrowth
and theomical extension of some of the aesthetic positions implied in my eulier works, among them,
Bzm PmmtJ's Cadt4y (Prina:ton, 1969), PllmomenarJ, P.xperience, Bxpressitm (text in Chinese [Hong
Kong, 1l"59]) and an essay titled "Aathetic: Perception in Classical Chinese Poetry" in Chung-hUll
_-hili/.Jil-hsing yueh-lc'an (Chitsut Cultural Renaissance Manthly, ~L 4. no. 5 [Taipei, May 1, 1971],
pp.8-l!).
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line4 ;:&. river (n.)
;f cleat (adj.)
If moon(n)
~ near (v./adj.)
A.. man (n.)

Ll

How is an English reader to respond to this poem? I mean by an English reader
one whose language habits are those that demand rigid syntactical cooperation
between and among parts of speech, such as: a subject leads to a verb to an object;
articles govern certain nouns; past actions cast in past tenses; third person singular
asks for a change in verb endings, etc. How is he to respond to a poem written in a
language in which such rigid syntactical demands are sparse, if not absent? Is he to
supply some of the missing links between the characters? This is perhaps the first
question any reader will attempt to answer. Many readers and translators simply go
ahead and do it without reflecting a bit whether such an act is legitimate, aestheti
cally speaking. Before examining closely some of these attempts, it is perhaps use
ful for us to see the degree of syntactical freedom open to the user of the classical
Chinese language. Let us use an emphatic example, a palindrome by Su Thng-p'0
(1036-U01). This is a seven-character, eight-line regulated poem which can be read
backward with different meaning. One line from this poem should suffice:
a. tide/s
;f/J
follow
dark
IIJ
wave/s;"
snow
f
mountain/s,J.I
pour-fall.\iJ.

a

b. pour-fall
mountain/s
snow
wave/s
dark
follow
tide/s

cloudls
mist/s
go-out
sea
dawn

•

'IL

.
v.
iU

1.2.

plum/s
willow/s
cross
river
spring

~

M

il.
,,1

....

Are we to read these lines as:

Oouds and mists move out to the sea at dawn
Plums and willows across the river bloom in spring.
There is something distorted in this version when compared to the original order
ofimpressions. What about reading them in the following manner.
Oouds and mists
Out to sea:
Dawn
Plums and willows
Across the river:
Spring

,.

And on aesthetic grounds, what kind of perception has this order of words pro
moted? This leads us to an exploration ofsome ofthe central questions of Chinese
poetics.
Returning to Meng Hao-jan's poem, we can now ask some more specific ques
tions: Who moves the boat to moor by the smoke-shore? How are we to arbitrate
this? Shall we assume, as with most ofour Chinese translators, that the speaker "1"
is always crouched behind the poetic statement or image? What is the difference
between putting the "I" into the poem and not putting it there? Is it posst'ble not to
have the personal pronoun? To have it thus is to specify the speaker or agent of the
action, restricting the poem, at least on the linguistic level, to one participant only,
whereas freedom from the personal pronoun universalizes the state of being or feel
ing, providing a scene or a situation into which all the readers 'would move, it
were, to take part directly.
This poem contains a number ofactions. Actions take place in time, but the clas
sical Chinese language is tenseless. Why tenseless? Shall we cast these actions into
the past, as evidenced by some of the following examples? The fact is: if the Chinese
poet has avoided restricting actions to one specific agent, he has also refrained from
committing them to finite time. (Or shall we say, the mental horizon of the Cllinese
poets does not lead them to posit an event within a segment of finite time.) The
past, present and future tenses in Indo~European languages set time and space lim
its even on the linguistic level, but the Chinese verbs (or verb elements) tend to
return ~ Phenomenon itself, that undifferentiated mode ofbeing, which is timeless,
the concept of time being a human invention arbitrarily imposed upon Phenomenon.

4r1
,Ih

~i

;1

1A.
:#1

a. 1'ide/s pursue dark waves, snow mountainls fall
b. Mountain-pouring snow-waves darkly follow tides

The line reads forward and backward perfectly naturally. To do this in English is
unimaginable. The examples in English such as "Madam, I'm Ada.m" and '~le was
I ere I saw Elba" are not really doing what the Chinese language can do. Thans
lated into English, the syntactical demands (precise grammatical function alloted
to each word) become obvious. Which brings us to conclude that the Chinese lan
guage can easily be free from syntactical bounds, although one must hasten to add
that this does not mean Chinese is without syntax. This freedom from syntactiCal
rigidity, while it no doubt creates tremendous problems for the transl!ltor, provides
the user with a unique mode of presentation. (Or perhaps we should say it is the
unique mode of perception of reality of the Chinese which has occasioned this
flexibility of syntax.) Try two lines by Tel Shen-yen (between seventh and eighth
centuries):

as

:;ll;;

We have seen the ambiguous grammatical roles some Chinese characters can
play. In this poem, two verbs in line 3 and 4 assume, as it were, a double identity.
How are we to determine the syntactical relation between the objects before or after
"low" or "lowers" and "near" or "nears?" Is it the vastness of the wilderness that has
lengthened the sky,lowering it to the trees, or does the breadth of the stretch of the
trees seem to pull the sky to the wilderness1 If we read the word i& (low) not as a
verb, but as an adjective, the line becomes ~ee visual units: vast wilderness/skyl
low trees. What choice are we to make, which syntactical relation should we deter
mine? Or should we determine at all?
Enough exposition has now been given to the multiple levels of possibilities for
the poem as enhanced by flexible syntax and other unique features of the Chinese
language. The questions I pose here are not for mere grammatical exercise; they are
reflected as critical problems in many examples of translations. (Italicized words
indicate the translator's insertion to supply what he believes to be the missing
links; words in bold type indicate the translator's interpretation or paraphrase of
the original images):

christy (1929):
At dusk I moored my boat on the banks of the river;
With the oncoming of night my friend is depressed;
Heaven itself seems to cover over the gloomy trees
of the wide fields.
Only the moon, shining on the river, is near man.4

Jenyns (1944):
I move my boat and anchor in the mists offan islet;
With the setting sun the traveler's heart grows
melancholy once more.
On every side is a desolate expanse of water;
Somewhere the sky comes down to the trees
And the clear water reflects a neighboring moon.5
Other experimental attempts: 6
(a) Moving boat, mooring, smoke-shore.
Sun darkening: new sadness of traveler.
WLldemess, sky lowering trees.
limpid river: moon nearing man.

Giles (1898):
I steer my boat to anchor
by the mist-clad river eyot
And mourn the dying day that brings me
nearer to my fate.
Across the woodland wild I see
the sky lean on the trees,
While close to hand the mirror moon
floats on the shining streams.'

(b) Boat moves to moor mid shore-smoke.
Sun sinks. Thlveler feels fresh sadness.
WLlderness
Sky
Low trees
Limpid river
Moon nears man.

Fletcher (1919):
Our boat by the mist-covered islet we tied.
The sorrows of absence the sunset brings back.
Low breasting the foliage the sky loomed black.
The river is bright with the moon at our side.'

(c) A boat slows, moors by beach-run in smoke.
Sun fades: a traveler's sorrow freshens.
Open wilderness.
Wide sky.
A stretch of low trees.
Limpid river.
Oear moon close to man.

Bynner (1920):
While my little boat moves on its mooring mist,
And daylight wanes, old memories begin. .•.
How wide the world was, how close the trees to heaven!
And how clear in the water the nearness of the moon!'
Sel«ted Chinese Verses, trans. by Herbert A. Giles and Arthur Waley (Shanghai, 1934), p. 2.2. This
book consists of two parts: poems translated by Giles and those by Waley. It offers a good chance for
comparison of the styles of these two early trans1aton.
~. W. J. B. Fletcher. More Gems of Chinese Poetry (Shanghai. 1919). p. 150.
3. Witter Bynner, TIre lade Mountain (New York. 19~9). The poem can be located coDmliently In the
paperback edition (Anchor, 1964), p. 85.

1.

4- Arthur Christy, Images in lade (New York, 19~), p. 74
5. Soame Jenyns, A Further SelediOfl from the Three Hundred Poems of the Tang Dyrumy (London.
1944), p. 76
6. These vmsiona were done in a workehop by my students in a seminar on the theory and practice of

translation, UniYmity of California, San Diego.
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Reading all the above translations against the original with which we are now
familiar (I will not comment on the experimental versions; they are here for con
trast and will figure in my argument later), we find that they are secondary elabora
tions of some primary form of experience, the unfolding of some schemata into
separate parts. All the translators, starting with Giles, must have been led by the
sparseness of syntax in the original to believe that the Chinese characters must be
telegraphic-in the sense that they are shorthand signs for a longhand message
and so they took it as their task to translate the shorthand into longhand, poetry
into prose, adding commentary all along to aid understanding, not knowing that
these are "pointers" toward a finer shade of suggestive beauty which the discursive,
analytical, longhand unfolding process destroys completely. The fact is: these
,images, often coexisting in spatial relationships, form an atmosphere or environ
ment, an ambience, in which the reader may move and be directly present, poised
for a moment before being imbued with the atmosphere that evokes (but does not
state) an aura of feeling (in this case, grief), a situation in which he may participate
in completing the aesthetic experience of an intense moment, the primary form of
which the poet has arrested in concrete data.
It is obvious that we cannot approach this poem and most other Chinese poems
with the arbitrary time categories of the West, based as they are on a causal linearity
imposed by human conceptualization. The Western concept of being conceals being
rather than exposing it; it turns us away from the appeal of the concreteness of
objects and events in Phenomenon rather than bringing us into immediate contact
with them. The capacity of the Chinese poem to be free from Western arbitrary
temporal constructs and to keep a certain degree of close harmony with the con
crete events in Phenomenon, can be illustrated by the way film handles temporality,
for film is a medium most felicitous in approximating the immediacy ofexperience.
Without mulling over the complex use of time and space in the art of film, let us get
down to the fundamentals. For our purpose, a passage from Stephenson-Debrix's
introductory book, The Cinema asAtt (Penguin, 1969), will make this clear. Cinema
has:

when translated into "As the plain is vast, the sky lowers the trees," immediately
loses its cinematic visuality promoted by what I once called "spotIighting activity"7
or what the filmmakers called "mobile point of view" of the spectator, loses the
acting-out of the objects, the nowness and the concreteness of the moment. (By this
example, 1 do not mean to imply that the Chinese do not have time-indicators at
all. They do, but they are often avoided, aided by the flexibility of syntax.) We can
now see that the experimental versions of this line, in their somewhat naive
way (i.e., viewed from the cultural burden of the English language), have perhaps
brought back more of this cinematic directness of the moment.
(1)

WIlderness
Sky
Low trees

(2)

Open wilderness.

Wide sky.
A stretch of low trees.

and the approximation of Th Shen-yen's lines into:
Clouds and mists
Out to se&!
Dawn
Plums and willows
Across the river:
Spring
is perhaps not entirely out oforder.
Much of the art of Chinese poetry lies in the way in which the poet captures the

visual events as they emerge and act themselves out before us, releasing them from
the restrictive concept of time and space, letting them leap out directly from the
undifferentiated mode of existence instead of standing between the reader and the
events explaining them, analyzing them. To say that the Chinese have no time and
space categories or to say that Chinese poetry has no place for commentary would
be overstating the case, but it is also true that they are infrequently and seldom
extensively used. They would not force the perspective of the ego as a means of
ordering the Phenomenon before them. The lack of the use ofpersonal pronouns is
not just some ~curious habit of mind"; it is in tune with the Chinese concept of
losing yourself in the flux of events, the Way (Tao), the million changes constantly
happening before us. 8

a natural freedom in temporal construction.... the lack of time prepositions
and conjunctions, tenses and other indications.•.. can leave the film free to
reach the spectator with an immediacy which literature is unable to match. [po
107]

Time prepositions and conjunctions such as "Before he came ... since I have been
here ... then ..." do not exist in a film. nor do they in actual events in life. No tense
in either case. "When we watch a film. it is just something that is happening-now"
(p.100).

"at

1

vast-plains sky

,,~.

low

Cathay, pp. 38, 147-148, lS9-16l or my Modern Chinae Poetry (Iowa, 1970),
-Introduction:
8. Commenting on Chuang Tzu's idea of dJanse, the Ku.o Hsiang tat (third century A.D.) has this to
say: "The sage roams in the path ofa million chllDllet-a million things, a million changet--and thus,
he cbansa in accordance with the law of a million changes." And the Taoist-oriented neo-Confucianist
7. See my 1!zra Pound's

Similarly. the Chinese line

4tr
tree

~l!?

With this perspectivism in our mind. we can now understand more fully
the asyntactical or paratactical formation of many of the Chinese lines.
First, a normal syntactical type that most resembles the Eng1ish subject-verb
object structure:

ones that trouble the Eng1ish (and European) translators the most. And it is here
the perspectivism outlined above can easily come to our aid. Let us look at some
concrete e:umples:
'
(B) Phase I-Phase II (and sometimes Phase ill)

(A) s-v-o
a.

a.

j

'!r.

lJ J f.6 #1:

,..Ii""

star<s)/comelten-thousandlhouse(s)/move
-1\1 Fu (]12.-7lO)

"" ~f ~.£,
:J- ~ 41 Jtr ~#-t,.u

Compare it with:
loneJ1amp/bUl'D/ travelerCs)/dream
coldlpounding-stick-/poundlhome/-sickness
(for-washing-clothes)
- Tsen 18'an (graduated 744)
b.

t ~
IS- /.I;

if;

J. '"

7';" Jf

fl

While the stars are twinkling above the ten-thousand
households.... '
-Wdliam Hung

The transIation here has changed the visual events into statements about these
visual events. "Stars come" could perhaps be interpreted as temporal. but it is time
spatialized, which is what an event means: an event takes (time) place (space). But
when "while" is added, the translator ignores the inseparability of time and space.
Simi1arIy, in the line:

,tMJ,t : .1:.(.It:h!

cloud(s)/reai.veigo-out-of-the-Pass (adj.)lhorse
wind(s)/rolllcrossmg-the-river (adj.)/8ag

n

-Shen Ch'uan-chi (d. ca. 713)

,

k

5l.,~

moon/set/crow(s)/caw/frostlfulllsky
(Moondown: CI'O'W1I caw. Prost, a skyfuI)
-Chang Chi (graduated 753)

There is little difficulty in reading and transIating lines of this structure into
English, except for the usual consideration of the correct choice ofwords. The ex
amples of asyntactical or paratacticallines which abound in Chinese poetry are the

"Moondown" is at once a space-fact and a time-fact in the form of a visual event.
Hence, when rendered into "As the moon sets," etc., the significance and the con
creteness of the event is relegated to a subordinate position. Consider not omy the
visuality of the event but also the independence of each visual event, so as to pro
mote a kind of spatial tension among. and coexistence with, the other visual events.
To translate these lines:

Shao Yung (IOn-l077), in the introduction to his eo1iectiOD ofpoems "Beat the Earthen Chime," elabo
rates from Lao Tzu the following view that hili dominated Chinese art and literature since earlytimes:
... the one:
to view Human Nature through the Way
Mind through Human Nature
Body t:h:rough Mind
1'biDp throqh Body
(Control,}'l:S. then: is,
But not free from harm)

" t

IJ

;J

~

11 ~1Jll

*-;':1

~ft,

#-':~.tt

Is 1lllIikA! the other:

to view the Way through the Way
Human Nature through Human Nature
Mind through Mind
Body through Body
Things through'Things
(even ifbarm were intended,
Can it be doner)

"t • ;'"

;;'}y

star( s)/dangleiflatipIainlbroad(ens)

moon/surge(s)/biglriver/flow(s)
-'fuFu

l)b

g. William Hung. 11.1 Pu: ChinA~ GnItzrest Pon(Cambridge, Mass•• I95:t), P.l05.

Wang Wei is prized for his ability to turn language into miming gestures ofthe
perceiving act. It is instructive to scan a few examples. I offer here very literal
renderings, for illustrative pwposes:

into
The stars lean down from open space.
And the moon comes running up the river
-Bynner 'O

t'.fA!.Y~

'?J4A..J8~

Stars drawn low by the vastness of the plain.
The moon rushing forward in the river's flow.
-Birch U

White clouds-looking back-dose up
Green mists-entering to see-nothing

is to ignore the spatial coexistence ofthese events and, in doing so, the translat- ors
have denied the capacity of the reader-viewer to move in among them-even
though one still finds great beauty in the translated lines-beauty of a different
order of impressions from the original. Equally significant is the order of appear
ance of these visual events. The order of noticing--in Meng Hao-jan's poem (I.ilre
the camera-movement). first the "vast wilderness." then moving backward to in
clude the "sky"within our ken before zooming in upon the "1ow trees"-mim.- ics
the activities of our perceiving act, hence enabling the reader-viewer to relive the
life ofthe poetic moment. Measuring Uris against the translations of this line given
earlier. the loss is too obvious to need comment here. Similarly. we allow the fol
lowing version of the line "moon/surges/big/river/flows" (noticing gleaming
brightness before noticing movement of the river) into "Le Grand Fleuve s'ecoule,
awe remous de la bme"u only at the risk of falsifying the authenticity of the life of
the moment. We can see here that poets whose perceptual horizons emphasize the
miming of the activities of the perceiving act by tuning the visual events according
to the gradations of color and light in the total makeup of the growth of the mo
ment, poets such as Wang Wei (701-761) and Meng Hao-jan. suffer the most in
English translations. Let us look at just one such violation:
IJf.
~
~ JJ.. I
Empty/mountain/not/seelman
-Wang Wei

There are changing perspectives in these lines: "white clouds" (shot one, from
a distance): "looking back" (shot two, viewer coming out from opposite direc
tion, turning his head back) "'close up" (shot three, viewer retiring to same posi
tion as shot one). The visual events are accentuated the way a mimer, in order to
reflect an event that is not visible, forms gestures and moments, highlighting
them to suggest the energy flow that originally supports that event Arne Zaslove,
in a demonstration-lecture in The Project ofMusic Experiment at the University
of California, San Diego, in January 1973. gave an example that articulates the
curve ofenergy flow of the moment most clearly. He said:
Supposing a man is carrying a heavy suitcase with both of his hands. (He
proceeds to place both of his hands on the imaginary handle and lift the
imaginary heavy suitcase.) You will find that your whole body has to bend
sideways toward your right to balance off the weight Ifthe mimer should at
this point bend toward the left, the whole miming act is false and becomes
unrecognizable.
Words, as signs, function at the maximum when they capture the life-mecha
nism of the moment of eXperience in ways similar to those described by Zaslove.
In Wang Wei, Li Po (701-76,,), Li Shang-yin (8u?-8S8) and many others, the ten
dency is to reproduce visual curves ofthe events, emphasizing different phases of
perception with a mobile point ofview or spotlighting activities. Here are some
.toore examples that need no further comment:

becomes. in Bynner's hand,
There seems to be no one on the empty mountain.'!

1<..

The analytical or explanatory "There seems to be no one" represents. ofcourse, the
translator's interference in the direct contact of the "empty mountain" with the
viewer-reader. and to put "no one" ahead of "empty mountain" violates the life of
the moment: we notice the emptiness, the openness first before we are aware ofthe
other state ofbeing.
10. Bynner,

JA. Jf}

j..

vast desert: lone smoke, straight
-Wang Wei
JA r;n. d...'J

IJ Ii ~

(A) lone sail, (a) distant shade, lost into the blue horizon
(literally: blueiskybind (v.)]
-LiPo

The Jade Mountain, p. Ul.

u. Birch, ed., An Anthology ofChinese Limratu,. (New York, 1965). p. 2.38.
u. The translation is by Tch'eng Ki-hien and J. Dieny. See Paul Demieville, ed., Anth%gie de /a pohle
13. Bynner, The Jade Mountain, p. 1S3·
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the objects in Phenomenon) or there are revolving perspectives, viewing totality
,from different angles simultaneously. This happens also in Chinese poetry. We have
Seen. in almost all the examples given above and in the last quoted poem in particu
how the viewer-reader is made to move into the total environment to exped
.~ the visual events from different spatial angles. More intriguing are the follow
ing lines from Wen Ting-yon (ninth century).

;k

Dark sea. Bright moon. Pearls with tears
-Li Shang-yin
WIth the last one, we pass from the objective, physical world into a possible dream
state in which time is cut off from its normal flux and becomes absolute in the sense
that objects thus presented may become coextensive with one another. As usual,
the visuality is remarkable. The unity here is one of shape and color, not causal
relation of any kind.
Now a few complete poems of the authenticity of the perceiving act (I give here
close approximations):

,\

lar,

1. L
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Dried vines, an old tree, evening crows;
A small bridge, flowing water, men's homes;
An ancient road. west winds, a lean horse;
Sun slants west:
A heart-tom man at sky's end.
-Ma Chih-yuan (ca.126o--<:a.I341)

cock (n.)
crow (n.)
straw (n.)
inn (n)
moon (n.)

1.2.

A.. man (n.)
J$. trace (n.)
It... plank (n )
.,., bridge (n.)
j frost (n.)

These are selected details, objects in their purest form, given to us at one instant
to constitute an atmosphere, an environment. It is an environment in which we
m.ove about rather than viewing it from a fixed clistant angle because we can never
he certain as to where, in the background. we should put the cock, the moon, the.
bridge: Are we to visualize these as "(At) cockcrow. the moon (is seen above)
~ straw innIfootprints (are seen upon) the frost (covering) the plank bridge (1)."
There are other ways of locating these details: The moon need not be "above" the
IDn.; it could very well be just barely seen above the horizon. Without determining
the definite spatial relationships of the objects, without allotting them fixedposi
tions as viewed from chosen perspectives, as any trimslation of these lines into En
~h would be tempted to do, we are Hberated to see them from different perspec
~. As a result, we are enabled to cross the limits ofwords into the realm ofsculp
lUre, toward the act ofperceiving a piece ofsculpture whose total existence depends
:tin our viewing it from different angles as we move around it.
This sculptural quality is superbly approximated in Wang Wei's "Mount Chung~

This poem operates pictorially rather than semantically. The successive shots do

not constitute a linear development (such as how this letuls to that). Rather the ob
jects coexist, as in a painting, and yet the mobile point ofview has made it possible
to temporalize the spatial units. And witness this poem:
A thousand mountain&-no bird's flight.
A million paths--no man's trace.
Single boat. Bamboo-leaved cape. An old man.
Fishing alone. Ice-river. Snow
-Liu 1Sung-yuan 073-819)
We need little orientation to notice that the camera-eye from a bird's-eye view with
which we can at once take possession ofthe totality ofthe scene on a cosmic sc.ale as
in all the Chinese landscape paintings-zooms in upon one single object, an old
man in the midst ofthe vast frozen river surrounded by snow. Unlike the film which
often focuses on events to be strung together with a story line, the cinematic move
ment here reproduces the activities of the perceiving act of an intense moment,
the total consciousness of which is not completed until all the visual moments are
presented simultaneousIy-again as in our perception ofa classical Chinese paint
ing. The spatial tensions here-the immeasurable cosmic coexisting with a speck of
human existence-put us in the center ofPhenomenon, allowing us to reach out to
the circumference.
We mentioned earlier the fact that Chinese poets would not force the perspective
ofthe ego upon Phenomenon. This is most obvious in Chinese landscape painting
in which we either should say there is no perspective in it (the artist having become

,f,¥

ban":

The Chungnan ranges verge on the Capital .
Mountain upon mountain to sea's brim.
(viewer on level ground looking from afar-Moment I)
White clouds-looking back-close up
(viewer coming out-Moment II)
Green mists-entering-become nothing
(viewer entering-Moment Ill)
Thrrestrial divisions change at the middle peak
(viewer atop peak looking down-Moment N)
Shade and light differ with every valley
(viewer on both sides of Mount simultaneously-Moment V)

".t

To stay over in some stranger's house
Across the water, call to ask a woodcutter
(viewer down on level ground-Moment VI)
In one ofthe volunteer sessions on the structure ofthe Chinese characters held in
an American grade school, after I had finished explaining how some of the Chinese
characters are pictorially based, how the signs match the actual objects, one boy
proceeded naively to pose a sagacious question: "'All these are nouns, how are they
to form ideas?" It seems legitimate to pose the same question regarding many of the
Chinese lines above. 1believe the question'is answered, in part, in my earlier analy
sis of a Liu lSung-ydan poem, in which the spatial tensions and relationships be
tween the immeasurable cosmic scene and a speck ofhuman existence in the figure
of an old man fishing, project out, without comment, a meaning of the condition of
man in nature. All the other lines can be understood in a similar light.
Returning to the boy's question: I answered him by bringing out another cat
egory of Chinese character structures. The two characters I chose were ~ and .. .
The etymological origin of sf (time) consists ofthe pictograph of 0 (sun) and ~ ,
the latter being a pictograph developed from an ancient picture of a foot touching
the ground ~ which came to mean both stop (the modern form of which is .1l:.)
and go (the modern form of which is L ). Thus, the earliest Chinese viewed the
stop-and-go of the sun, the measured movement of the SUD, as the idea "'time." The
earliest pictographic stage oft was J" denoting a mouth blowing a tlute (the tip
of a Chinese flute). This character now means "speech," "expression," "message,"
which, to the people of the first harmony, was to be in rhythmic measure. Here, in
both cases, two visual objects juxtapose to form an idea. As we may now recall, this
structural principle of the Chinese character inspired Sergei Eisenstein to conceive
the technique of montage in the film.14 The same structural principle continues to
be at work in Chinese poetry. One line from a Li Po poem which I discussed in great
detail in my book Ezra Pound's Cathay (Princeton, 1969) was:

;t

~
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Floating doud(s): wanderer's mood
Let me quote the relevant parts:

Does the line mean, syntactically, "tloating douds are a wanderer's mood~ ..
or "floating douds are like a wanderer's mood": .• ? The answer is~ it does and it
does not at the same time. No one would fail to perceive the resemblance ofa
wanderer's drifting life ... to the tloating douds. But there is a flash of interest
in the syntactically uncommitted resemblance which the introduction of"are"
and "are like" destroys. In this case, we actually see the tloating douds and the
wanderer (and the state of mind he is in) simultaneously. This simultaneous
J.4. Sergei 1!.isen.stein, Film Form and PI'lm Sense. trans. Jay Leyda (New York. 1,942), chap.,3, -The Cinematographic Principle and the Ideogram." P. 211.
~\ ~

presence of two objects, like the juxtaposition of two separate shots, resem
bles [in E.senstein's words1"not so much a simple sum of one shot plus an
other shot-as it does a creation. It resembles a creation--rather than a sum
of its part&-from the circumstance that in every such juxtaposition the res
ult is qualitatively distinguishable from each component element viewed sepa
rately."'"
Similarly, we have the following lines that by the sheer fact of montage using
independent but juxtaposed visual events, point to an idea without allowing into
the presentation the interference of the rhetoric of commentary. In the line,

IfI

s$...

t.J.t

>-! -G...

empirelbrokenlmountainlriver/exist (remain)
The reader feels, without being told. the contrast and tension in the scenery so
presented, and the introduction ofexplanatory elaboration will destroy the imme
diate contact between the viewer and the scene, as in the case of this typical transla
tion and many others:

Though a country be sundered, hills and rivers endure
(italics mine)

-Bynner'
Whether using montage or mobile points of view in the perceiving act, the
Chinese poets give pitramount importance to the acting-out of visual objects and
events, letting them explain themselves by their coexisting, coextensive emergence
from nature, letting the spatial tensions retlect conditions and situations rather
than coercing these objects and events into some preconceived artificial orders by
sheer human interpretive elaboration. In a line like Li Po's,

*

~ .f;
~
;s. 11 J/L
Phoenix gOlie, terrace empty, river tlows on alone
(shot 1)
(shot 2.)
(shot 3)
:~o we need any more words to explain the vicissitude of time versus the perma
ifience of Nature? Or in these lines from 'I'll Fu's "Autumn Meditation,"
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Jade/dew/wither v./wound v./maple/tree/grove
WulmountainlWu/gorges/air/grave:-/desolate
river/middl.elwavesl-/embrace (indude)/sky/surge v.
Passltop/wind(s)/douds/connectJgroundlshadow(s)

.15. Ezm Pound's ~ p. 22. Quote from 1!.isen.stein, Film Form ami Film Sense, p. 7.
'I'M Jade Mmmtl:lin, p. u9.

.l6. Bynner.

The adjustment ofWestern world views in modern times is a book in itself. No such
attempt is to be made here. Without going into the complicated history ofthis ad
justment. it is sufficient to say one thing-nantely, all mocJem thought and art,
from the phenomenologists to as late as Jean Dubuffet's Anticultural Positions, be
gan with a re;ection ofabstract systems (particularly those ofPlato and Aristotle) in
order to return to concrete existence. Ahnost all the phenomenologists posed this
question, and Heidegger's request to return to the appeal of beings gathered mo
mentum in many later philosophers and artists. Meanwhile, Bergson, who was in
essence still an epistemological philosopher, pointed Ii way toward the "liquida
.tion of the romantic self." The philosophical rationalization of the subject has been
closely examined by Wylie Sypher in his book Loss ofthe Selfin Modern Literature
tmd Art (New York, 1962, 1964). Por our purpose we will focus on a few statements
by Anglo-American critics and poets at the tum of the century which have led to a
Subtle adjustment ofthe poetic language to the degree that it literally violates tradi
tional syntactical structures. My central interest in this part is with some of the
potentials of this process of change in the English language.

[A. C. Graham's translation:
Gems of dew wilt and wound the maple trees in the wood:

From Wu mountains. from Wu gorges, the 8ir blows desolate,
The waves between the river banks merge in the seething sky.
Clouds in the wind above the passes touch their shadows on the ground.
-Poems ofthe Lare Tang (Penguin, 1962), p. ;2J
where the curves of the external climate coincide with the curves of the internal
climate of the aging poet, do we need to falsify their identity by turning them into
puppets ofsome Grand Idea?

PART II

The success of the Chinese poets in authenticating the fluctuation of concrete ev

ents in Phenomenon, their ability to preserve the multiple relationships in a kind of
penumbra of indeterminateness, depends to a great extent upon the sparseness of
syntactical demands. 'Ibis helps the poet to highlight independent visual events,
leaving them in coextensive spatial relationships.. And this language, as a medium
for poetry, would not have become what it is without the support ofa unique aes
thetic horizon-easy loss of self into the undifferentiated mode of elistence-or
dained by centuries of art and poetry. There is an inseparability between medium
and poetics, between language and world view. The question now arises: how can
a language of rigid syntactical rules, such as English, approximate successfully the
mode of presentation whose success depends upon freedo~ from syntax? The re
verse question is also imminent: how can an epistemological world view developed
from the Platonic and Aristotelian metaphysics, which emphasize the ego in search
of knowledge of the non-ego, having taken up the task of classifying being jp con
cepts, propositions, and ordered structures, tum around and endorse a medium
that belies the function and process of epistemological elaboration? The answer
is: impossible, if the Platonic dichotomy of the phenomenal and the noumenal.
(appearance and reality) and the Aristotelian "universal logical structures" persist
without any sort ofadjustment If one attempted to tum the English language into
one of broken, unsyntactical units and demanded that it become a medium for
poetry. he would be excommunicated rather than anointed so long as no attempt
has been made to widen the possibilities ofthe Western aesthetic horizon to include
the other perspectivism. at least to exist coextensively with the native world view. It
is at this juncture that the discussion of convergence becomes most cogent and sig
nificant.

Direct entry into the matter, then:

Not the fruit of experience, but experience itself, is the end .•. to bum always
with this hard. gem-like flame."
[Ancient thought soughtJ to arrest every object in an eternal outline...•
[the modern spirit asserts that] nothing is or can be rightly known except rela
tively and under conditions ..• [modem man becomesJ so receptive. all the
influences of nature and ofsociety ceaselessly playing upon him, so that every
hour in his life is unique, changed altogether by a stray word, or glance, or
touch. It is the truth of these relations that experience gives us, not the truth of
eternal outlines ascertained once for all, but a world ofgradations..•."
"Experience itself" is the key; "a world of gradations" not "the eternal outlines
ascertained once for all" of the Platonic ideas. Echoing Pater but developed from
Bergson. T. Eo Hulme:
The ancients were perfectly aware of the fluidity ofthe world and of its imper
manence ... but while they recognized it, they feared it and endeavoured to
evade it. to construct things of permanence which would stand fast in this
universal flux which frightened them. They had the disease, the passion, for
immortality. They wished to construct things which should be proud boasts
that they. men, were immortal. We see it in a thousand different forms. Mate
rially in the pyramids, spiritually in the dogmas of religion and in the hypo
statized ideas ofPlato.llI
17. Pater, The Renaissance (London, 1922), pp. 23M37.
lB. Pater, Appreciations (London,19l4). pp. ~.
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19. T. P. Hulme, JIJtTt1w Spt:culatkms, eel. Sam Hynes (LUu:oIn. Neb., 1955). pp. 7fr7L

Pound was practicing a form of montage at the end of an early poem "Cino"2011
without, I ani sure, being ful1y aware of its permanence in his poetry. His contact
with the Japanese haiku. and Chinese poetry and Chinese characters turned the
technique into a central one in die Cantos, beginnfug with the famous "Metro"
poem. through the juxtaposition of cultural moments as "luminous details," to the
use of the Chinese ideogram as an amassing 'VOrtex.
Williams in his turn:

Instead of hypostatized ideas and constructions of the arrogant self, Hulme asks
that poetry be

not a counter language, but a visual concrete one. It is a compromise for a
language of intuition which would hand over sensations bodily. It always
endeavours to arrest you, and to make you continually see a physical thing, to
prevent you from gliding through an abstract process....
and one of the methods to achieve this is:

No ideas but in things"
He went further: "A life that is here and now is timeless ... a new world that is
always 'real' ....... and "no symbolism is acceptable,"" a true beginning to break
away from the Platonic system. to become, in Kenneth Burke's words, a poet of con
tact,30 And Williams wants to see:

Say the poet is moved by a certain landscape, he selects from that certain im~
ages which, put into juxtaposition in separate lines, serve to suggest and to
evoke the state he feels. •.. Two visual images form what one may call a visual

chord. They unite to suggest an image which is different to both.>1

This is montage: juxtaposition oftwo visual events to create a third that is differ
ent from both. The method is, to Hulme, an alternative to the process of explana
tion in which syntax plays an important role. Syntax unfolds the intensive mani
fold. the vital reality, into an extensive manifold, a mechanical complexity."
In 19l1, before Pound came into contact with Chinese poetry, he argued:

The thing itself without forethought or afterthought but
with great intensity of perception.'"
And Olson and Greeley. in step with Pound and Williams:
The objects which occur at any given moment of composition .•. are, can be,
must be treated exactly as they do occur therein and not by any ideas or pre
conceptions from outside the poem .•. must be handled as a series of objects
in field •.. a series of tensions ... space-tensions of a poem ... the acting
on-you of the poem.!>

The artist seeks out the luminous detail and presents it. He does not com
ment.~

After Pound's contact with Chinese poetry:
It is because certain Chinese poets have been content to set forth their matter
without moralizing and without comment that one labors to make a transla
tion.'"

But Hulme was arguins for a poetic ideal in front of which the English language,
with all its rigid syntax for elaboration and clarification, becomes helpless. Hulme
;;called for the destruction of syntax to achieve the concrete. The earliest attempt was
i"fuade by Mal1arm~. In order to arrive at a pure state of poetry of essences, to freely
,transpose objects and words for his construction of a world so absolute that it has
~o strings attached to physical reality, he dislocates syntax. and, in his later sonnets,
Withdraws all the links that originally riveted the poem together.»

Early in 1901 Pound advised William Carlos Williams in similar terms, and later
(1916) wrote to Iris Barry emphatically;
... The necessity for creating or constructing something; of presenting an im
age, or enough ,images of concrete things arranged to stir the reader ... I think
there must be more, predominantly more, objects than statements and con
clusions, which latter are purely optional. not essential, often superfluous and
therefore bad."
Hub:ne. spet:lJltations, po 134
Hulme, PIlrther S~ "A Ledure OIl Modem Poetry," p. 73
2l. More speclfical1y, "&planation means ex plane, that is to say. the opening out of thinss on a plain
surfilc.e ••• the proCA:8S of explanation is always a pr0CA:8S ofunfolding. A tangled mass is unfolded flat so
that you can see all its parts separated out, and any tangle which can be separated out in this way must
of (OUrse be an e~ manifold;" p. 177.
2.3• .Ezra Pound, "I Gather the Limbs ofOsiris," New Age, %.6 (December 7, 1,911), p.130.
:J4.. Pound. "Chinese Poetry." 7'bdIly, ill (Aprill,91l!). p. S4
2.S. Pound, 11le Lltters ofEzra Pound. ed. D. O. Paige (New York, 1950), pp. ,90-91.

:u. This part ~
1 will sins of the white birds
In the blue waterS ofh_n,
The clouds that are spray 10 its sea.
1ij. William Carlos WiIWuns, PIItmon (New Directions, 1,946, 1963). pt. 1, p. 6.
il. Wdliama. SeledetI &ays (New Directi.OllS, 19S4> 1969). po 196.
.ig. Ibid., p. :Jl3.
. 3<>. In 'K.ennt!th Burke. "Hea-vm's First Law; DUll, LXXI (192l), 1,97-2.00·
3l. WdIiams, Se1eded.&says, p. ,.
.32- Olson IUld Creeler, "Projectile Verse; Poetry New York, no. 3 (l9So), more conveniently now in
Charles Olson's Seleaed ltTitinp (New DirectioDs, 1966), P. 2.0.
.33. See Symon's ..~" in The Symholist MlrHment in LirerrztlD'e, pp. 197-198; Frank Kermode.
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l:hapter on Symons in The RomImtic Image; and my Baa Pound's Cathay, pp. 48ft'.

The earlyversion of it published in Poetry of 1913 brings out Pound's obsession with
visual order and the importance of the perceiving act. It runs:

This absolutism of art, as wdl as his syntactical innovation, prepares the way for
Pound to realize the poetic ideal that both Hulme and Pound, each in his own way,
postulates. The adjustment of conventional English made by Pound to approximate
the C1lI'VeS of experience has been a steady one. Compare (a) with (b)-(a) being
the rearrangement of (b), Pound's "The Coming of War: Actaeon"-back to the
traditional line format.
(a)

The apparition
Petals

of these faces
on a wet, black

Here we find space break and syntactical break, both of which are employed in
the Cantos. This graphic innovation is first found in his translation of Cathay.

An image of Lethe, and the fields
Full of faint light, but golden gray cliffs,
And beneath them, a sea, harsher than granite .. '.

Surprised. Desert turmoil. Sea sun.
-"South-Folk in Cold Country"

(b) An image of Lethe,

which Pound mistranslated from the crippled Fenollosa notes, a fact that I dis
cussed in full in my book Ezra Pound's Cathay.3' Here what we are interested in is
the resemblance ofthis line, syntactically speaking. to some ofthe Chinese lines we
blrYe seen. Space break, syntactical break, superimposition of one impression of
bewilderment and disorder upon another; and the images are ofsynchronous rela
tions. More is to come in the Cantos which I will simply outline without comment:

and the fields
Full offaint light
but golden
Gray cliffs,
and beneath them
Asea
Harsher than granite ..•.

(a)

Rain; empty river, a voyage

Autumn moon; hills rise above lakes
... ', ........... .......... , .. .
Broad water; geese line out with the autumn.

The breakup of lines into small units graphically arranged serves to (1) promote
the visuality of the images, (2) isolate them as independent visual events, (3) force
the reader-viewer to perceive the poem in spatial counterpoints, (4) enhance the
physicality of objects (such as "sea" literally and visually beneath the "Gray cl.iffs"
that appear protruding out from above), and (5) activate the poem through phases
of perception similar to the spotlighting effect or the mobile point of view. These
effects, modified and refined, dominate the entire Cantos. In this instance, Pound
uses a space break to occasion a time break; he has not yet dealt activelywith syntac
tical break. The latter aspect started with the "Metro" poem and the whole discus
sion of the superpository technique by Pound now too famous to need repetition
here, launched him into the more daring innovation ofthe medium. The poem was
modeled after the Japanese haiku and he examined an example in his essay"Vorti
cism" (1914):

'

(b) Prayer: hands uplifted
Solitude: a person, a Nurse

49/38

54/101

(c) Moon, cloud, tower, a patch of the battistero
all of whiteness 79162.
I would like to add here that example (a) is from Canto 49, which is constructed
out of a series of Chinese poems (i.e., in Chinese) written by a Japanese on
an album of paintings modeled after the Chinese art-motif of "Eight Views of
Hsiao-hsiang." In that poem, Pound, using a crib (which I have seen)36 done by a
Orinese in Italy, keeps the closest to the Chinese syntax. One may perhaps say that
,~th this poem, Pound finally ordains his innovation, not only for himself but for
others to come, including Gary Snyder.
. .. Similar to Pound's graphic and syntactical innovation is that done by his close
friend William Carlos Williams, who was partially influenced by Pound and to a
~ter degree inspired by the "Armory Show" of 1913. This presentation of avant
:~ paintings. including Marcel Duchamp's famous Nude Descending a Staimue,
been carefully treated by Professor Dijkstra in his The Hieroglyphics ofa New
,leech (Princeton, 1969). We will find that much ofwhat we learned from some of

The footsteps of the cat upon the snow:
(are like) plum blossoms.

wanr

Pound explained: "The words 'are like' would not occur in the original."~ And
Pound did precisely that in his "Metro" poem:
The apparition of these faces in the crowd;
Petals on a wet, black bough.

pas

Taking away the word "like" disrupts the syntax, giving prominence and inde
pendence to the two visual events. letting them coexist, one interdefining the other.

~s.See partiru1arlythe paruublitled "Graphic IrolIical Play" for full treatment of this R.chnique, pp.143
~ DiIcussion of the line in question is on pp. u.5-nII.

34Pound.FortnipdyReview,XCVI(Septl,1914).4:n.~inPound'Sc;.udiM-Brzesb,pp.M-109.

in the crowd:
bough.

'l]..7..

3&;Courtesy of Hugh Kenner.

the Chinese lines and from Pound's graphic innovation can be applied to Williams.
Compare:

ONE PERCEPTION MUST IMMEDIATELY AND DIRECTLY LEAD TO A
FURTI:IER PERCEPTION. It means exactly what it says, is a matter of, at all

points ... get on with it, keep moving, keep in, speed, the nerves, their speed,
the perceptions. theirs, the acts, the split second acts, the whole business, keep
it moving as fast as you can, citizen. And ifyou also set up as a poet, USE USE
USE the process at all points. in any given poem always, always one perception
must must must MOVE, INSTANTER, ON ANOTIIERl!7

(a) So much depends upon a red wheelbarrow
glazed with rain water beside the white chickens.
(b) so much depends
upon
a red wheel

WtlIiams's attempt at syntactical break can be best seen in the poem "The Locust
Tree in Flower." A comparison between the early and later versions will sharpen for
us the issue in question:

barrow

glazed with rain
water
beside the white
chickens.
(a) being a rearrangement ofWilliams's poem (b) into conventional line-structure.
We can see easily here how the space break enhances the visuality of the different
phases ofthe perception of an object.,how words gain independence and liberation
from the linearity of the normal line-structures and how these independent visual
events or moments bring about the Changing perspectives ofone object. As a result.
the reader-viewer is transposed into the midst ofthe scene reaching out spatially to
the different visual phases of this object.
These are also true of"Nantucket":
Flowers through the window
lavender and yellow
Changed by white curtains
Smell of cleanliness

Later verswn
Among
of
green

green

stiff

ofwrist-thick.
tree

old
bright

and old
stiffbroken
branch

broken
branch
come

ferncool
swaying
loosely

white

come May
again
white blossom

Sunshine of late afternoon
On the glass tray

clusters
hide
to spill

A glass pitcher, the tumbler
turned down, by which

their sweets
almost
unnoticed

a key is tying--and the
immaculate white bed
This technique of space break coupled with syntactical break (there are many
incomplete sentences in Williams) forces the reader to focus attention. at all times,
(this is the lesson that Olson and Creeley learned). upon the urgency of every mo
ment as it occurs in the process ofthe perceiving act. Williams happily approved the
essay"Projective Verse" by Olson (and Creeley) as an extension and clarification of
his technique. The following passage can indeed be considered a footnote to the
perceiving process ofWilliams:

EIlrly version (Poetry, 1933)
Among
the leaves
bright

down

and quickly
fall

2J3

~7. Olson.

Selected Writing!. p. 17.

sweet

May
again

The early version, like many ofhis other poems, by dint ofthe space break, accen
tuates the different phases of the perceiving act. But, like them too, there is a conti
nuity in syntax ("Nantucket" excepted). The revised version is something else. First
of all, "Among," among what? "Or: of what? These prepositions have literally be
come position words, to put us in the position of being in the midst of something,
then to change perspective and spatial relationship Of; to change perspective again
to notice sheer green (color so strong that it takes full possession ofthe viewer); and
then old, etc. In other words, we notice the qualities and the growth and change of
these qualities which mime the flowering process of the locust tree. Language
of gestures: fricatives ("bright,1> *11roken,1> "branch"') reflecting the inner struggle of
growth until "come," with open vowel operating. This poem matches Zaslove's dew
scription of how gestures and movements have to reflect the li.re-mechanism of the
moment in order to authenticate it. In this poem, too, like the flexibility of the
Chinese syntax, the usual allotment ofgrammatical function to each word is erased.
Indeed, to view this poem from a normal understanding ofEnglish grammar, one is
bound to say: No, it is not English at all; it does not fulfill the requirement of a
language. But, supported by the poetic power ofcommunication that the poem has,
ordained by its own laws of energy distribution that reflect the activities ofthe per
ceiving moment, these words survive as an adequate medium.
Creeley is perhaps the very first person who fully understands this miming of
energy-discharge, to use his term. He says

La Noche

w

In the court
yard at midnight, at
midnight The moon is
locked in itself, to
amana
familiar thing
would not work if recast back to a normal line-structure. The repetition (in nor
mal line-structure) of "at midnight" will become rhetorical and superfluous,
but graphically separated, leaving "midnight" and "the moon" in the center of the
poem, "locked in" as it were, within the arms ofthe poet's awareness, we can feel the
"turning" (physically felt) from the outside daily world into the inner familiar mo
ment in which the poet finds himself.
I will conclude this part with poems of Gary Snyder, who has inherited Han Shan
and Wang Wei (at present he is working on 1\1 Pu and reading Hsieh Ling-Yfin)~
on the one hand and has incorporated the Pound-Williams sense of language on
the other:
1. Burning the small dead
"branches
broke from beneath
Thick spreading white pine.
a hundred ·summers
snowmelt
rock
and air

If one thinks of the literal root of the word verse, "a line, furrow, turning
vertere, to turn ... ," he will come to a sense of "free verse" as that instance of
writing in poetry which "turns" upon an occasion intimate with, in fact. the
issue of, its own nature rather than to an abstract decision of "form" taken
from a prior instance. The point is, simply enongh, why does the "line" thus
"turn" and what does inform it in that movement?3l!

hiss in a twisted bough.
sierra granite;

Yes, Creeley, unlike Williams, is a subjective poet who writes about intimate mo
ments he once "stumbled into": "warmth for a night perhaps, the misdirected in
tention came right ... a sudden instance of love."'" And as such, he very seldom
emphasizes the visual events as does Williams, but the same obsession with prow
moting the physical presence of an experience (even though a subjective one) has
driven Creeley to employ, in his poems, I think, to his advantage, the kind of space
breaks and syntactical breaks ordained by Pound and Williams and, we must not
forget, by E. E. Cummings, whose graphic arrangement oflanguage into gestures to
reflect the ritualistic procedures ofa moment (as in "In-Just") makes him one of the
forerunners ofthe now famous concrete poetry. Creeleis "La Noche," for instance, .

mtRitter
black rock twice as old
Deneb, Altair
Wmdyfire.
-"Burning the Small Dead"

40. Gary Snyder's affinity with Han Shan began with his own way of living. He was in isolation on the
High Sierras fur fiw montha and when he came back to the Bay Area, he was teading Han Shan at the
University of Cali1OmIa, Be.rkeley. He told me that the images in the Han Shan poems (In the original)
·wm practically his. As !'or his intuest In the other poets, one can detect this easily in his nal:l.tre poems.
He told me that Wang Wei was one ofhis lim poets ad he continues: -I am mote Chinese In tempera
ment.'"

38. Statement on-Open Fonn," in Naked ~ ed. Stephen Berg ad Robert Mezey (New York, 1969).
39. Preface to Par LIM!.

41.'

1.

Well water
cool in
Summer
wannin
winter

£ll,ntly different from the syllogistic procedures ofWestern poetry. Both the Taoist

and the Confucian poetics demand the submission of the self to the cosmic mea
sure rather than the Kantian attempt to resist and measure oneself against tht; ap
parent almightiness of nature, l'e$ulting in a much greater degree of noninte1fer
ence in artistic presentation. Even the poets bent on the didactic side of the Confu
.~ poetics employ this presentation to balance off the possible dilution into pure
philosophical abstraction.
.• It is these significant differences that we want to highlight, hoping to put the
'leaders out of gear, .so to speak, so that they can more enjoy the specific aesthetic
J,.orizon of the Chinese. Furthermore, the implications of this alternative will also
help the modern Anglo-American poetics to find anchor in their search for a new
~etic ground. As such, this introduction has not covered the whole spectrum of
iruiations of critical theories in Chiria, nor does it contain a fun account of the
Pistorical changes in the rhetoric of the ChiIiese poetics. The special mode of ap
prehension and presentation in Chinese poetry, like a.ay aesthetic attitude, is not
born overnight; it takes years of modification to arrive at maturity as a cult The .
~thology that follows, arranged in chronological order and according to modes
lnd genres, is intended to help the readers trace the morphology of such an atti
tude, the fun expression ofwhich is to be found in the poetry of T'ang Dynasty.

-"Bight Sandbars on the Takano River"
3. First day ofthe world
white rock ridges
newborn
Jay chatters
the first time
Rolling a smoke by the campfire
New! never before.
bitter coffee, cold
Dawn wind, sun on the cI.iffs,
-"Hunting" No. 15
This introduction is exploratory: it looks toward, rather than ending up in. an
ideal convergence between two languages and two poetics, toward an awareness
that can perhaps lead to an actual cultural convergence when and if our readers
would take it seriously one day to adjust and attune their life-style, world view and
art-style according to the new intellectual horizon.

POSTSCRIPT

Wordsworth once argued: "Minds that have nothing to confer I Find little to per
ceive." We would accept this conception of the interworkings between mind and
nature, if it allows a "confen'ing" of significance without the large paragraphs of
exploratory thinking moving through a process of intellection, turning observa
tions into arguments. In one sense, Wordsworth has belied his Nature, in which no
intellect is supposed to be at work, and his lesson of "wise passiveness," by a
conscious conferring of heuristic significance through syllogistic progression.
This manner of conferring is, of course, central to much of Western poetry. With
Wordsworth, as with Kant, pure perception ofphenomena is not sufficient;.an epis
temological synthesis must be achieved by"the conferring, the abstracting and the
modifying powers of imagination."
We must admit, however, that in Chinese poetry, insofiu: as it is written in lan
guage, there is necessarily an act of conferring in the poet's perception. But the
Chinese alternative, as outlined in the foregoing pages, offers something signifi
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O. I. KUAH--KUAH. THE OSPREYS

Kuan-

(onomatopoeic)
on; in; at
delicate; lovely;
slender
gentlemanfs
of-different-Iengths;
long-and-short
left

~~ ll1i ~i,
..G=. ;:'f ~ ~+t1
'Zt ~-II;-

tz

~

-t -:tt1t

t!tt~

~Aj~A.~

'('~~*
r.jI .tl!..

1&~*-~
;t:. =t.;f 1t

~~_~Al
~~~~
.~·~1jN

.

~A.~%t
"'ii=*-~

~j[.~*
~~;.l ~

,.

tJ.
~tt
.&jj

delicate; 10Vl:ly;
slender
wake
seek
wake
long; distant;
deep
toss
of-different-Iengths;
long-and-short
lute
delicate; 10Vl:ly;
lute
of-di.fferent-Iength
long-and-short
left
delicate; lovely;
slender
beWs

Kuan

ospreyIs

riVl:r

's
nice; good

isle
girl

fit; good
duckweedls

mate

flow
(get)
nice; good

(it)

right

right

~~~~
ll.b

pluck
nice; good
(be) friend
duck:weed!s

zither

right

choose
. nice; good
please
(welcome)

drumls

On the river's isle.
Delicate, a good girl:
A gentleman's fit mate.
Long and short, duckweeds.
Fetch some-Ieft and right
Delicate, a good girl.
Waking, sleeping: seek her.
'. To seek her arid possess notI. Waking, sleeping: think of her.

t;'3tftk...JI;:

think

long; distant;
deep
turn-to
duck:weedls

tum

Kuan-kuan, the ospreys.

L~

seek
not

sleep
(her)
sleep
O!

11.
12.

13·

14
15-

16.
17·
18.
19.
20.

girl
(her)
get
(-of-her)
01

side

(it)
girl
(her)

(it)
girl
(her)

So distant, so deep;
Toss and tum in bed.
Long and short, duckweeds.
Pluck some-left and right.
Delicate, a good girl:
With music to befriend her.
Long and short, duckweeds.
Pick some-left and right.
Delicate, a good girl:
With bells and drums to meet her.

1tl1 ~t

NO. 23. IN THE WILDS. A DEAD DOE

ffll ILl

~~ t1<t~tt~
t~l~<-

L

wild/s

2..

white

grass; reedls

wrap

girl

cherish

4- fine;

gentleman

entice;
solicit
small-bushles

1t'11 9~~

6. wilds

1l-*~1:.

9. slow

7. white

t1 ~ ~t. 4t

there-is
are
there-is
grass;
reed/s
girl
(particle)

deer (horruess
river=deer)
(it)
spring (-feeling,
Le•• at age of
puberty)
(her)

dead
bind

deer
bundle (v.)

like
slow

do-not

move

my

jade
slow
take-it-easy
kerchief.•

n. do-not

make

dog

·(part.)

8. there-is

4t~~A!~

dead

3- there-is

handsome
5. woods

~1f~~

there-is

10.

sash

~~i\1:tJ~

.Jk it. >t ~ (Jk

1.

In the wilds. a dead doe.

1.

White reeds to wrap it.

3. A girl. spring-touched:
4- A fine man to seduce her.

5. In the woods. bushes.
6. In the wilds, a dead deer.

7. White reeds in bundles.
8. A girl like jade.
9. Slowly. 'faIa= it easy.
10. Don't feel my sash!
n. Don't make the dog bark!

nl

(caesUl'll
apostrophe)
(caesuraapostrophe)
bark
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BALLAD OF THE MULBERRY ROAD

~

1.
1.

.,~
ilJ .JJl

3.
...
5.
6.

.At: l' ~ J1 '·1
~ ..tl tr ;l} fdf:
~ A~"l'
.;J:.

-t jR

~ i"

~

7.
8.
9.
10.

t..

11.

u.

:#l.

'* . ., 'f

13.

1+
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

~ --t- ~~)J;
,~ " ;fl tJ I(

liliA~1A
~J. I~~ j

20.

The sun rises in the southeast comer,
Shining upon the chambers ofour Ch'ins.
In them a pretty girL
Self-named Lo-fu•
Lo-fu loves silkworms and mulberry trees.
She plucks leaves south of the walls.
Green silk for her basket trappings.
Cassia bough for her basket handle.
On her head, a dangling plait.
At her ears, bright moon pearls.
Yellow satin for her skirt beneath.
Purple satin for her short-coat above.
Passersby seeing Lo-fu
Put down their loads to twirl their mustaches and beard.
Young men seeing Lo-fu
Thke oft'their hats to redo their head-dresses.
Farmers forget their ploughs.
Hoemen forget their hoes.
When they get home they are all irritated
After having watched Lady Lo-fu.
.

II

~.Jl-R1"tfA.
~~~-tA...

~t1; Jl ~~~

21.

Prom the south comes the Prefect.

22.

His five horses falter their pace.

23. The Prefect sends an officer over
2+ To ask whose daughter she can be.
15. "In the chamber of Ch'in the pretty girl
16. Self-named Lo-fu."
27. "How old, tell me, is this Lo-fur"
28. "Not quite twenty
29. .But well past her teens."
30. The Prefect sends words to Lo-fu:
31. "Would you ride together with me?"
3:.t.. Lo-fu walks up and to him says:

Al~

33. "How unthinking you are! _
3+ Just as you have your wife,
35. I, too, have my husband."

III
36. "From the east, a thousand horses.

LITERARY 'fOEH-FU

37. My husband rides at the head.
38. How to tell my husband?
39. White steed followed by black colt,

INCLUDING POEMS INSPIRED

40. Green silk hangs from its tail,

BY THIS GENRE

41• Gold trappings upon its head.
42. At his waist, a windlass sword
43. Worthy of million pieces of gold.
#- At fifteen, he became a page.
45. At twenty, he attended court.
46. At thirty, among the emperor's council
47. At forty, assigned to govern a city.
48. He is a man, clean and white
49. With quite some beard.
50. Stately, he walks to the Prefecture.
51. Proudly, he steps back and forth.
52.. Seated there, several thousand men.
53. All say my husband the finest of all."

~30
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THE INLAID LUTI!

41irt

e
(i.e.. inlaid lute)
2. one
string
3. Chuang Sheng
(ie.• Chuangtzu)*
tit
4. WangL

I4J.JA1.a.t~
- .. - ~i:&~.tt
~ !l ~~.\!.~ *~

'it rt __ ~~ ~~ 1I.iq

Chin-

5. vast
6. blue

)k~ Fl ~~1~"fi" ~

7. this

Ji\fJEI~~j.:tt

8. but

~t itt 1Sf ~ ~s.t. tt

~ A.

Li Shang-yin (8u?~58)

rt.rr ~ 1Iil .~

L
2.

3.
4-

5.
6.

7.
8.

sea
field
feeling

no

reason

fif-

one
morning

peg

think; recall flower(y)
fascinated-by butterfly

spring

heart

moon
sun

dream

bright
warm
can
wait
(does it need ..•)
at-thealready
moment

change/s;
transform/s
pearUs
jade
to-become

stringls

ty

year/s

nightjar

tear/s

has
grow(s)
pursue

smoke
memory

lost

(asin.fog)

How come the inlaid lute has fifty strings?
One string. one peg: surges of flowery years.
Chuangtzu wakes up. charmed by dream of a butterfly.
Wangti. in spring, returns as a nightjar.
Dark sea: bright moon: pearls with tears.
Blue fields: warm sun: jade engenders smoke.
This feeling: does it have to wait to be memory?
This moment as it comes: already lost as in trance.

~

01W1D8 Chou (i.e., Oluangtzu who is also the speaker of this passage) dreamt that he was a

butterfly. ••• Is it 01W1D8 who cm.amt that he was a buttcrlly or the butterfly who dreamt that it was
Chuang?

.

1\Vansti sent Pieh Ling to deal with the floods, and debauched his wife. He was ashamed, and
i:onsidering Pieh Ling a better man than himselt abdkated the state to him. At the tUne when Wangti
lert, the nishtjar began to caI1. That is why the niahtjar's call is sad to the people of Shu and reminds
them ofWaosti- ••. When Wangti died his soul turned into a bird calleclthe "nightjar.---summarized
from Yang Hsitq and othen by A. C. Graham
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BIRD.SINGING STREAM
1.

man

quiet
3· moon
4 at-times
2;

leisure
night
rise
sing

Wang Wei
cassia
spring
startle
spring

:J.

flower
mountain
mountain
stream

FOUR EXAMPLES FROM THE POEMS OF RIVER WANG
DEER ENCLOSURE Wang Wei

fiill
empty
bird
middle

empty
mountain
but
hear
J. reflecting
shadow
(ie., sun's reflection)
4 again
shine
and
L

2.

Man at leisure. Cassia flowers fiill.
Quiet night. Spring mountain is empty.
3. Moon rises. Startles-a mountain bird.
4. It sings at times in the spring stream.
1.

2.

not
manJ's
enter

see
voice
deep

man
sound
forest

green

moss

upon

Empty mountain: no man.
But voices of men are heard.
3. Sun's reflections reaches into the woods
4 And shines upon the green moss.
1.

2.

l,3'k

~

t.l If1

~

..

"1 ,i, ~ j Sit
f~~#f~~

-A 1; ~ ~~~

J+ \It- A1 .Jot .$
1l t'ct1

~fl ~ _

~t:."latr
TO SEE A. FRIEND OFF

Wang Wei

down
horse
(dismount)
2. ask
you
say
3. you
1.

4- return

,.

but

drink

you

wine

where
not

to-

go

lie
go

South
do-not

cloudls

no

happy
(get-what-you-want)
Hill
side
again
ask

(imp.)

6. white
L

1.

3.
4-

,.
6.

end

Dismount and drink this wine.
Where to? I ask.
At odds with the world:
Return to rest by the South Hill.
Go. Go. Do not ask again.
Endless, the white clouds.

').~3

time
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TUNE: "MERRIMENT BEFORE THE PALACE HALL"

Chang lCo-chiu
1.

2.

3.
...

s.
6.
7.
8.
9.
1.

2.

3.
...
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

lookingtoward
front
(i.e., future)
south
travel-onthe-road
greenmud
red1eaf
white
rank
wind

Ch'ang-

an

route

mistyunclear
north

come
difficult
little
Pen
grass
name
snow

sword
river
connect
half
thousand

temple-

white

white

follow

traveling geese [7]
[4J

hair
go

pass

[sJ

bank
plank-path
cloud
paper
mountain/s

[3]
(5]
[41

Toward Ch'ang-an
Future course, all blurred; sideburns now white.
Go south go north following migrant geese's flight.
'fraveling is a plight.
Up Green Mud Sword Pass.
Down Red Leaf River Pen.
White grass reaches the sky.
Name and rank: only half a sheet of paper.
Wmdblown snow, a thousand mountains. flies.
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